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Once on the forefront of mathematical research in America, the asymptotics of 
the solutions of linear recurrence equations is now almost forgotten, especially by 
the people who need it most, namely combinatorists and computer scientists. Here 
we present this theory in a concise form and give a number of examples that should 
enable the practicing combinatorist and computer scientist to include this impor- 
tant technique in her (or his) asymptotics tool kit. X” 1985 Academic Press, Inc 
INTRODUCTION 
Enumerative combinatorics studies sequences {A,} that count families of 
sets defined by some combinatorial rule. For example, IF,,}, the Fibonacci 
numbers, count the number of rabbits after n generations; { 2” - 1 } counts 
the number of grains of wheat that the inventor of chess had after the n th 
square; {n!} counts the number of permutations on n objects, etc. 
Given any such sequence it is natural to inquire: “How fast does it grow 
as n gets bigger?” This is why asymptotics is so important in com- 
binatorics. 
Asymptotics is even more important in computer science where it is used 
to rate algorithms. For example, an algorithm is considered fast if it is O(n) 
or O(n log n), n being the input size. Ironically, an algorithm is considered 
tractable if it is O(ni”“) but intractable if it is O(ei”~‘““). 
It should not come as a surprise, therefore, that both combinatorists [3] 
and computer scientists [ 10, 1.2.111 study asymptotic methods. What is 
surprising is that there seems to be a general lack of knowledge about a 
powerful asymptotic technique pioneered by Poincare [ 131 and 
culminating in the works of George D. Birkhoff [4] and his student W. J. 
Trjitzinsky [S]. This method enables one to find the exact asymptotics of 
sequences defined by a large class of linear recurrences, up to a positive 
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constant multiple. Since many combinatorial families are defined recur- 
sively and the corresponding sequence of cardinalities a(n) satisfies a 
natural recurrence, the Birkhoff technique lends itself to many problems in 
combinatorial asymptotics. 
This paper is a joint effort of a continuous mathematician and a discrete 
mathematician. Both of us were interested in recurrence equations, but 
from different points of view. D. Zeilberger has shown the great usefulness 
of Sister Cehne’s technique [ 191 for obtaining recurrence relations while J. 
Wimp has demonstrated that in many cases of great importance, the coef- 
ficients of the recurrence equation can be obtained directly in closed form 
[S, 9, 15, 161. 
In Section 1 we will introduce several examples of combinatorial families 
that are counted by solving a recurrence equation. Then we will go on, in 
Section 2, to give an account of the Birkhoff-Trjitzinsky method and 
finally, in Section 3, we will give a few examples of combinatorial interest. 
1. COMBINATORIAL FAMILIES COUNTED BY 
SOLVING A LINEAR RECURRENCE EQUATION 
EXAMPLE 1.1. The set of permutations on n objects, S,, can be defined 
recursively by S,, 1 = [n + l] x S, and the cardinality a(n) = IS,1 satisfies 
the obvious recurrence a(n + 1) = (n + 1) a(n) (whose solution is called n!). 
The asymptotics for n! is the famous Stirling formula that is usually derived 
by applying the Euler-Maclaurin formula [ 10, p. 1201 to log n! and then 
exponentiating. We recommend that the readers consult Batchelder’s book 
[2, p. 411 for a novel derivation of Stirling’s formula using the Birkhoff 
technique. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. The Fibonacci numbers F, count the number of rabbits 
after n generations [10, 1.2.81 or alternatively, the number of possible ways 
of climbing up n steps where one may either take one or two steps at a 
time. They satisfy the famous recurrence FM = F,- L + F,, ~ 2. Since this is a 
constant coefficient recurrence, one can write down the solution exactly 
[lo, 1.281 as 
Fn=&((~)?(!++‘) 
and of course 
provides the complete asymptotics. 
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EXAMPLE 1.3. An involution is a permutation that is equal to its inverse 
or, equivalently, a permutation which is a product of disjoint l-cycles and 
2-cycles. Let t(n) denote the number of involutions on {l,..., rr }. Since “n” 
may belong to either a l-cycle (t(n - 1) possibilities) or a 2-cycle (n - 1 
possible companions and t(n - 2) ways to arrange the remaining n - 2 
elements) the natural recurrence satisfied by t(n) is t(n) = t(n - 1) + 
(n - 1) t(n - 2). The first to evaluate the asymptotics of t(n) were Moser and 
Wyman [12], who used the exponential generating function 
C (t(n) z”/n!) = exp(z + z2/2). Knuth [ 11, p. 671 gave another derivation 
starting from t(n) = C (n!/((n - 2k)! 2kk!)), approximating the binomial 
coefficients by Stirling’s formula and then using the Euler-Maclaurin for- 
mula. In Section 2 we will derive the asymptotics by using the Birkhoff 
method. 
EXAMPLE 1.4. Let u,(n) = u(n) be the number of permutations whose 
cycle structure consists of 1, 2,..., r-cycles but no cycle of length bigger than 
r. Both the WymanMoser method and the method described by Knuth 
become more complicated, since the former requires the generating 
function exp(z + z2/2 + z3/3 + . . + z’/r) while the latter involves a multiple 
sum (with r - 1 C s). Using the Birkhoff technique applied to the natural 
recurrence 
u(n)=u(n-l)+(n-l)u(n-2)+(n-I)@-2)u(n-3) 
+ ..’ +(n-l)...(n-r+l)u(n-r) 
one can easily obtain the asymptotics. This is done in Section 3. 
2. THE BIRKHOFF-TRJITZINSKY METHOD 
The difference quation we shall consider will be written in the form 
“~oC~(n)v(n+V)=O, C,(n)= 1, C,(n)#O, n=o, 1,2 ).... (1) 
The integer 0 > 1 is called the order of the equation. The restrictions on CO, 
C, are sufficient to guarantee that, corresponding to arbitrary initial con- 
ditions of the form 
Y(k)=%, k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., cr - 1, (2) 
the equation will possess a unique solution y(n), n = 0, 1, 2,..,. 
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In what follows we assume the coefficients in (1) possess representations 
as generalized Poincare series 
C,,(n)-nnK,‘“[CO”+C,,,n-“~~+czl.n~2””+ . ..I. v= 1, 2 ,...) r3, n-+ co, (3) 
where K, is an integer, w is an integer 3 1 independent of v and co,, # 0 
unless C,,(n) = 0. We assume (3) is written with the smallest possible value 
of o. Note that any difference quation with rational coefficients is of the 
form (1) (3). Further, if one is dealing with the nonhomogeneous equation 
f C,Jn)y(n + v) =h(n), n = 0, 1, 2 )...) (4) 
v = 0 
and h(n) # 0 has a representation of the form (3), it is apparent that 
solutions of this equation may be simply related to solutions of a 
homogeneous equation of order one higher (c-r + 1). To obtain this 
equation, divide (4) by h(n), then replace n by n + 1 and subtract the two 
equations. The coefficients in the resulting equation will have the required 
asymptotic form. Thus the difference quation (1) is sufficiently general to 
include nearly all difference quations encountered in practice. 
A set of v functions zci)(,) are called linearly independent if the deter- 
minant 
Iz’-‘+ “(n + i)l, i,j=O, l,..., v- 1, 
does not vanish for any n =O, 1, 2 ,.... The classical theory of difference 
equations asserts that Eq. (1) possesses a set of cr linearly independent 
solutions which constitute a basis of the solution space. Such a set of 
solutions is called a fundamental set. Any solution, i.e., one satisfying (2), 
can be written as a linear combination of such a set. 
The theory of Birkhoff and Trjitzinsky shows that there exists a fun- 
damental set for (1) whose members hare an unusual property: each has 
an asymptotic expansion which consists of an exponential leading term 
multiplied by a linear combination of descending series of the form (3) 
(where, however, w may be replaced by an integral multiple of w) mul- 
tiplied by terms (In n)-l, j = 0, 1,“. 
In this section, we shall briefly describe the theory and discuss the con- 
struction of such series. We begin with several definitions. 
Consider the series 
eQcPin)s(p; n), (5) 
Q(n) = Q(p; n) : = pan In n + ‘f pjntp+ ’ -i)‘p, (6) 
j= I 
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s(n) c s(p; n) : = no i (In ny n”-J’Pqj(p; n), 
/=O 
(7) 
qj(p; n) = qi(n) : = f b,n-“P 
s = 0 
(8) 
where p, rj, pop are integers, p > 1, pj, 8, b, are complex, 6, # 0 unless 
6, = 0 for s = 0, 1, 2 ,..., y0 = 0, - z < Im /J I < 7~. 
DEFINITION 1. The series (5) called a formal series (FS), will be called 
a formal series solution (FSS) of (1) if, when it is substituted in (1 ), the 
equation is divided by eQ(“) and the obvious algebraic manipulations are 
carried out (see below), then the coeffkient of each quantity 
no+dP+.qn n)/, j=O, 1 ,...7 4 r, s = 0, ) 1, + 2 ,..., 
is equal to zero. 
A concept of formal equality of two FS can be defined by requiring that, 
when the series are written with the same value of p (as is always possible), 
then the parameters t, 0, b,Yi, rj, pi for both series are the same. 
The construction of FSS may be carried out by using the identities 
(n + v) 
pcg(11 + by) = nPO” + fwel’O’ 
1 
PLOY2 1 + - 
2n + “. 
(n+v)“=n”{l+y+ . ..}. 
[ln(~+v)]r=[lnti+~-~+ . ..I’. 
(9) 
although, in practice, it may be difficult to obtain this way other than the 
first few terms. 
DEFINITION 2. Let J’(n) be defined for n = 0, 1, 2 ,.... We write 
f(n)-eQcn)s(n), n+co, (10) 
and say that the expansion on the right is the Birkhoff asymptotic expan- 
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sion or Birkhoff series for f(n), if for every k 2 1 there are bounded 
functions A,(n), j = 0, I,..., t, such that 
e-Q(n)npof(n) = i (In n)in+j/P '2' bsjn-dP 
j=O s=O 
+ nPklp 2 (In n)jn”-JPAkj(n). 
j=O 
Note that two different functions may possess the same Birkhoff 
asymptotic expansion, but any given function possesses at most one such 
expansion. This is because zero has no nontrivial representation of the form 
(10). 
DEFINITION 3. Let 
wk := leQit”“+“s,+,(n + i)l, i,j = 0, 1 ,..., k - 1. 
Then, as is easily verified using the relationships (9), W, is a FS and 
W, =exp {i, Q,(n)} s(n) := egcn).F(n), 
We say the k FS {e Q/‘“‘sj(n)} are formally linearly independent if F(n) # 0. 
Otherwise they are formally linearly dependent. We say that there exist 
exactly r FSS of a certain type (e.g., with Q(n) = 0) if r FS of that type can 
be constructed which are formally linearly independent and any r + 1 such 
FSS are formally linearly dependent. 
Two problems of utmost importance concerning the difference quation 
(1) are: 
(A) Does the equation always possess exactly 0 FSS of the general 
type (lo)? 
(B) If so, what asymptotic relationship do these FSS bear to the 
members of some given fundamental set for the equation? 
Problem (A) was attacked and partially answered by a number of 
mathematicians. See Adams [ 1 ] and the references given there. However, it 
was only with the advent of two massive, often overlooked and extraor- 
dinarily difficult papers, the first (1930) by George Birkhoff [4] and the 
second (1932) by Birkhoff and his student W. J. Trjitzinsky [S], that the 
theory was completed. The results of these two writers yield the 
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THEOREM 1 (Birkhoff-Trjitzinsky ). There exist exactly o FSS of Eq. (1) 
of type (5), where p = vo for some integer v > 1, and each FSS represents 
asymptotically some solution of the equation (in the sense of Definition 2). 
The FSS are, up to multiplicative constants, unique, and the o solutions so 
represented constitute a fundamental set for the equation. 
Problem (B) is the problem of using these FSS to construct Birkhoff 
series (or possibly, linear combinations of Birkhoff series) which represent 
asymptotically a given solution of the equation. The theory for doing this is 
very incomplete compared to the theory of problem (A). Though there are 
a few methods which may serve to reduce the size of the formal subspace in 
which a desired solution lies, they are not very general and the solution of 
the problem often has to rely on ad hoc arguments and a specialized 
knowledge of the properties of the given solution. Lacking such knowledge, 
the problem is usually unsolvable. In particular, a knowledge of the point- 
wise values of the given solution does not usually constitute sufficient infor- 
mation. However, in sequences that arise in combinatorics we do know, 
often, that they are increasing and so we are able to rule out a represen- 
tation by subdominant solutions. 
Often shortcuts are possible in the construction of FSS. Since (1) and (3) 
are, formally, unchanged by the substitution n + ne2kniw, other FSS 
corresponding to a p --+ o can be generated by this substitution. Also, no 
series containing a term (In n)“, k > 1, occurs without associated series con- 
taining terms (In n)‘, 0 6 j < k - 1. One should first attempt the construc- 
tion of FSS without the use of logarithmic terms, i.e., assume 
y(n) : = E(n) K(n), 
E(n) := e y@vlnn + p,nn” 
K(n):= exp{cc,na+a,naP1’P+ ...}, a, #O, b=j/p, O-cjcp. (11) 
Then we find 
y(n + k) 
L.(n)=n 
p,,k;lk 1 +ke+k2po/2+ ,.. 
n 
x exp cr,j?kn8P’ 3 (12) 
A := ero+Pl. 
We give several examples of the construction. 
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EXAMPLE 2.1 (Involutions). Let t(n) be the number of involutions on 
( l,..., R} (see Example 1.3). Then t(n) satisfies 
(n+l)t(n)+t(n+l)-t(n+2)=0 
(the t(n) are related to Hermite polynomials). Making the substitution (12) 
gives the formal equality 
Obviously, only one value of p. will do, namely, p. = 4. But pop must be 
an integer, and this means p = 2 (if it were greater, p (> 2) FSS would 
result on the substitution II + PZ~~~“‘, k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., p - 1, giving too many). 
We find /I=+, %= i-1, Q=O. The two FS are 
Since t(n) is monotone increasing to co, we have 
t(n)-Kf(‘)(n), n-+m, 
for some constant K> 0. It is easy to find c, = 7/24 and also to determine 
c2, c3 ,.... Compare [11, p. 671. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Construct FSS for the second-order equation 
(n+b)(n+c)y(n)-(n+l)[(2n+b+c+l)+z]y(n+l) 
+(n+l)(n+2)y(n+2)=0, 2 # 0. (13) 
Making the substitutions (11), (12) we find the equation to be formally 
satisfied is 





x exp 2cc,/M 
Obviously, p0 = 0 and this implies i. = 1. This further requires p # 1 or 
else ; = 0. Expanding the exponentials in power series gives 
-r/n + cl; panes ’ + (lower-order terms ) = 0. 
Unless b = 4 either CI, = 0 or I = 0. Thus [I = 4, SI, = 2 \/>. Equating coef- 
ficients of n 3 ’ then yields 
Another series may obtained from this one by letting II --f tzc~2n’. The FSS 
are thus 
,f’l”(n):= n(‘J+il* X4(, *.“_{l+I.,rlt:n+~‘2;ill+ ,..I. 
/““(n) := ,11’1 1 ( 1 * ,r 5 4pz, “Z ( 1 _ (.,,;,/,T + <.,;fl + .), 
_, 
As shown in Wimp [ 171, the functions 
1”*‘(n) :- (h)fl 
n! 
@(n + h, h + 1 - L’; z) 
are a fundamental set for the equation, where Y, @ denote confluent 
hypergeometric functions (see Ref. 17, Chap. 63) and (x), is Pochhammer’s 
symbol 
(a),=cc(r+ l)...(r+n- I), n3 1, 
= I. n = 0. 
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Without additional information there is no way to relate these functions 
to the FSS. However, a result given in Slater [ 14, p. 801 provides an 
asymptotic estimate of y(l)(n) and allows us to conclude 
y”‘(n) - @-‘l’(n), n+m, largzl<n 
for some constant K. (In fact, K can be obtained explicitly from Slater’s 
result.) 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Construct FSS for the third-order difference quation 
xy(n)+(n+2)y(n+l)-2y(n+3)=0, x # 0. 
Proceeding as before we find 
x+n’l”ili[l+59+2+~)+ . ..I 
xexp cr,@-’ 
i 
+@, a-1 na-IIP-l+ . . . 
( ) P 1 
1+(3e+(9i2)po+ . . . 
n 1 
x exp 3a,j%za-‘+3a, 
( > 
8-i ns-‘lp--l+ ... = 0. 
P 
A possible value of cl0 is $. This gives ,I = 2 ~ I/* and so we must have 
-28/n - 2cr, ljd-’ - 4ff2/?2n28-2 I + (lower-order terms) = 0. 
This requires p = 0, 8 = 0. Since pop must be an integer, we see p must be 
even for this pO; obviously, p = 2, for, if p 3 4, too many distinct FSS 
solutions would result on the substitution n + ne2kni, k = 1,2, 3,.... We get 
the series 
f(‘)(n) :, n/2(2e)p”/2 1 +c1+! + ... ( ,i;;n ) 
Letting n + ne 2ni gives another FSS 
fc2)(n) :=n”/2(-l)n(2e)-n’2 1 -Z.L++cz- . . . 
J;;n 
_ 
There is one more series, the one corresponding to p,, = - 1. For this 
series we must have p = 1, or else the substitution n + ne2ni would give yet 
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another FSS, making four in all, i.e., one too many. A quick computation 
gives the FSS 
j-(3’(n) := n-“(-xxe)“n-3’2 1+;+;+ . ..I. 
[ 
As is shown by Cole and Pescatore [S], the preceding difference 
equation is satisfied by the function 
In this case, the problem of connecting constants can be solved by apply- 
ing Laplace’s method (see de Bruijn [20, Chap. 41) to the integral. One 
finds in fact that 
qn; x) - J7-/2f”$z), n+m. 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Consider 
(n+h)Zy(n)-(n+ 1)(2n+26+ l)y(n+ 1) 
+ (n+ l)(n+2)y(n+2)=0. 
Note that this is Eq. (13) with h = c and z = 0. It is easily seen that a series 
of the form q( 1; n) no is a FSS. (This means that no other FSS with p > 1 is 
possible.) Substituting this results in a FS whose K’ coefficient vanishes 
identically and whose n 2 coefficient when set equal to zero gives 
[%+(l -b)-p=O. 
So there is a single choice of 8, namely, 9 = b - 1. Logarithmic solutions 
must occur, since subtracting appropriate multiples of two such equations 
will result in a solution with a value of 9 one less. As a matter of fact, the 
highest power of In n entering in (10) is one. It may be verified directly that 
a fundamental set for the equation is 
y’l’(n) . - (b), 
I ’ 
y’2’(n) : = +(n + b)(b), 
n. n! 
where $ is the logarithmic derivative of the gamma function. The FSS may 
also be obtained from the well-known asymptotic formulas for these 
functions. In fact, we get 
. 
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The FS on the right are, of course, the FSS sought. Note the occurrence 
of the first series in the second. This is no accident. In fact, as the following 
result of Wimp shows [16], only the logarithmic solution containing the 
highest power of the logarithm need be determined, and from this one the 
others may be obtained. 
THEOREM 2. Let 
k 
,$'W(n) .= eQ(~;n) f' n c (hn)‘q,+jpk(p; n) nra-‘p x (t+ 1 -k), 
I=0 I! ’ 
rj an integer. 
Then if qb”‘(n) is a FSS, so are d@)(n), 0 < k < t - 1. 
3. EXAMPLES OF COMBINATORIAL INTEREST 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let y(n) be the number of permutations whose cycles are 
all of length 6r; then (Example 1.4) y(n) satisfies 
An+r)- i (n+r- l)i-,y(n+r-j)=O. 
J=l 
We take r > 2. 
Making the usual substitution gives 
nvwl’ 1+ 
[ 
r9 + r2po/2 
+ ‘.. exp 
n 1 1 
a,j3dp’ +a2 p--t rnp-‘lP-‘+ ... 




x l+(j-1)(r+j/2-2)+B(r-j)+(r-j)2~0/2+ ... 





/l-i (r--j)nB~‘~p-‘+ ... 
I 
= 0. 
Obviously, p. > 0. If .LL~ >, 1, we write 
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and observe that the maximum power of n is p and occurs in a single term, 
which cannot be. Thus p0 < 1. Equating the two highest powers of n gives 
r-1 
PLO=- r . 
Then/?=(r-l)/randp=r.AlsoI’-l=O. 
Choose J. = 1, for all the other series may be obtained from this one. 
Equating powers of n ~ ‘jr gives c( l(r - 1) - 1 = 0 or 
cx, = l/(r - 1). 
Equating powers of npyr gives (cxf/2)(r- 1)2+a2(r-2)- 1 -cc,b=O or 
r+2 
“=2r(r-2)’ 
etc. The formal series is 
y(n) = 




ne exp(cr,n”- 1)/r + C12n(r-w’ + . . .} 
x { 1 + c,C”’ +c2n-2’r+ -}, 
and r - 1 other formal series may be obtained from this one by the sub- 
stitution n + ne2kni, k = 1, 2 ,..., r - 1. However, all of these are subdominant 
to f(n) and, since it is clear that f(n) is monotone increasing and none of 
these other series are, we must have the asymptotic expansion 
Y(n)-Kf(n), n+oo, 
for some constant K > 0. 
EXAMPLE 3.2: The Aptry Sequence. The Apery sequence (Van der 
Poorten [ 211) satisfies 
(n + 2)3 u(n + 2) - (34n3 + 153n2 + 231n + 117) u(n + 1) + (n + 1)3 u(n) = 0, 
u(n)= $ 
*~oclT:k)I 
There is a single value of po, namely, 0, and two values of 1. Thus p = 1. 
We find 
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Equating coefficients of .-I gives 8 = - 2. Since u(n) is monotone 
increasing, we must have 
u(+K(17+12$)Y3’2(1 +c,/n+ . ..). n+co, 
for some constant K> 0. 
This agrees with [21, p. 1993. 
EXAMPLE 3.3: Binomial Sums. The sequence [21, p. 202, footnote 93 
satisfies 
(n + 2)2 u(n + 2) - (7n2 + 21n+ 16) u(n + 1) - 8(n + 1)2 u(n) =O. 
Proceeding as in the previous example gives 
u(n)-K;(l+;+ . ..). n-a, 




(n + 2)3 u(n + 2) - 12(n + 3)(n’ + 3n + 3) u(n + 1) 
- 64(n + $)(n + l)(n + 2) u(n) = 0. 
As before, we find 
u(n)-K 16”n-3’2(1 +c,/n+ . ..). n-,co, 
for some K> 0. Of course for such simple binomial sums it may be easier 
to use the standard method (Bender [3, pp. 488489]), but the finer 
asymptotics, that is, cl, c2, etc., are more easily derived by the present 
method. Of course one drawback of the Birkhoff method is that we do not 
get K, if we want to express it in terms of known quantities like e and 7~. 
But by making an appropriate change of dependent variables, namely, 
u(n) = (u(n)/16”) n3’2, we can get a recurrence for v(n) and since u(n) + K as 
n -+ co, we can find K, at least numerically. 
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